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BETH: Hello, this is Beth Brodovsky, and welcome to Driving Participation. Today 

I am here with Cassie Dennis. Cassie is the director of an agency that has a 

fabulous name. It’s called Monday Loves You, and I ran into Cassie while I was on 

an NTEN discussion board. So if any of you out there are not members of NTEN 

or not members of the discussion boards, you don’t have to be a member to be 

on them. It is a terrific place to learn new things and meet new people and get 

new ideas. Cassie, thanks so much for joining me today.

CASSIE: It’s my pleasure, Beth! I’m real excited to be here!

BETH: I love your post, and what happened was that somebody else asked a 

question and Cassie answered the question in such an eloquent way, I knew 

that this was an idea that I had to bring out to all of you listeners. So what the 

question was about was on CEO transitions, and how do people move through 

those internal transitions that happen throughout an organization, and Cassie had 

some really terrific ideas about how an organization can use that to grow and 

thrive. Cassie, let’s start out with what is it that made you answer that question?

CASSIE: Well, it was interesting because I not only work with nonprofits, I 

volunteer at one that had actually recently gone through this and it had been a 

planned CEO transition that had been in the works for several years, and I really 

admired how they had handled it, because I have seen some that weren’t so 

eloquently handled, and I thought this is a really cool organization. They’ve done 

this really well, but I could see the process behind the scenes as well because 

I volunteer on the marketing committee. Some of the information and some of 

the plans had gone through our committee. So it was not “We’re transitioning. 

Let’s just throw it out there and let the world know.” There had been real thought 
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behind how do we make this work in a way that makes sense and is least 

disruptive to the folks who love us, and at the same time gives us opportunity to 

expand our reach to widen our tent for folks who might want to be participating 

with us and to work with us. I saw some very deliberate steps taken, and I 

thought this is really good stuff I’m gonna remember for the future. I’ve been 

through several of these, both as an internal person and an external person in 

the nonprofit world as well in the corporate world. Some have been handled 

beautifully and some, not so much.

BETH: Right, and it’s fascinating that when you see a question like that, all that 

past history comes up.

CASSIE: Exactly, exactly, and since that person was excited enough and 

concerned enough to post the question I thought it’s good to give feedback 

on what we’ve seen that works because that’s one of the important points of 

working with NTEN and participating.

BETH: So that’s a great lead-in to this because I’m sure that people might listen 

and think how does this topic relate to participation and getting people involved 

and inspired. In your world with your clients, with your volunteer work and even 

in your agency work, what does the word “participation” mean to you? How does 

it show up in the ways that make the work that you do thrive?

CASSIE: Sure. Participation is across everything we do, because internally we have 

three team leads as well as about 16 techies and folks, but among our team leads, 

the principal of the organization, Kevin LaManna, and my colleague Amy Needoff 

the other director, we always participate all projects. Now during levels, we have 

different expertise that some of them overlap. Some are complementary, and we 

share ideas. We share thoughts because it’s how we help solve problems for our 

clients, of which about 80 percent are nonprofits One of the things about that is 

that we then also take what we do and how we participate with each other, we 

take that to the clients’ side because the clients, when we’re gonna go solve a 
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problem for a client, it’s really about getting them engaged in it as well, and it’s 

great when they have an executive director and maybe one of their team leads 

on the project, but we really encourage them to include other members of their 

team, as many is feasible that can provide insight and provide information into 

the process because they see things not everybody does. Their participation can 

actually drive value in the project and really give insights into things that maybe 

the executive director might not see or the development director or the team 

lead from some other part of the organization. The folks in the trenches, the 

folks who are doing face-to-face work with programs or development or some 

other aspect of the organization come to the table with insights and information 

that no one else has and their participation can help get the lights going. Wait 

a minute. That’s a great idea or that’s a great kernel for building an idea from. 

It’s like, “Wait a minute. Now that gives us insight we didn’t have before.” Their 

participation drives success.

BETH: Right. It’s the whole you don’t know it, you don’t know thing.

CASSIE: Exactly.

BETH: I completely agree, but I have also seen situations where the CEO and 

sometimes the top leadership of a company will say things like, “You don’t need 

to ask them. I know or we know.” They’re not always receptive to having, shall we 

say, the hoi polloi come in and weigh in and set direction or even give their input 

to where things should be going. Have you run into that, and what challenges 

does that bring to moving a project forward?

CASSIE: Sure. Yeah, many times folks are thinking they don’t want to waste their 

team’s time, especially in nonprofits. People are busy. Lean and mean is the 

way things go because you don’t want to spend money that you don’t have on 

things that don’t drive the programs forward, don’t drive the mission forward. So 

encouraging them to include in some way, it may be that we do it in such a way 

that we limit how much time or we send things out ahead of time that they can 
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look at in spare time that they have and do things via written work if not always 

face to face or on the phone. We encourage them to gather this information. 

Sometimes it is whomever the CEO or the executive director has appointed as 

the point person to collect that information, but we do encourage them to ask 

around the organization because when we start out a project, it’s always with a 

discovery session that is very intense and it’s very cool and it’s not about tech, 

even though we’re a digital agency. It’s really about who they are, what they’re 

trying to accomplish. We ask a ton of questions that usually insights them to have 

conversations around who they are because many times out of those internal 

conversations come a great opportunity to truly get a view of who they are and 

then where the issues lay for us to help them solve.

BETH: I think this is an important aspect to the conversation because when you’re 

coming into a CEO transition, how that goes has a lot to do with what kind of 

culture that CEO has set up in an organization. So as people are moving forward 

and they’re moving into that phase, what are the kind of things that lead up to, 

that cause a CEO transition to happen?

CASSIE: Well, of course there are many reasons that a CEO might transition out. 

Typically the best ones are the plans. Of course at this point, we’ve got a lot of 

CEOs and executive directors who are baby boomers retiring. They are planning 

their exit strategy for the time when they can put their feet up and do some fun 

things and spend time with their loved ones because it’s the natural progression, 

and those are good ones because it gives you time. If you’re realistic as a CEO 

or an executive director, as a founder in many cases, you’re thinking, “OK, I do 

need to think about what happens beyond me,” because it’s a big deal. You want 

the organization to thrive and keep going well beyond you because you put your 

heart and soul into something. No one goes into nonprofit work to become rich 

and famous. They go into it because of their passion for the work and a passion 

for the cause. You want that to be successful beyond you. You want to lay the 

groundwork for the next generation of leaders and for the organization where 

they’re going to from here. Those are all good things and you have time. At that 
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point, if you’re planning to retire at some point, you know you’re planning. I’m 

on the young side of baby boomers, but many of my friends are in that planning 

stage, the next phase, act 2 or act 3. They’re thinking about “How do I make 

the transition?” For an organization that’s super important and communicating 

and planning and laying the groundwork now, it’s all about the communication 

internally and then the plan for communicating externally. For the ones where it’s 

not so nice, where for whatever reason, someone is leaving under less than ideal 

circumstances, it’s more challenging because it is still about communication. It’s 

just communicating differently and not doing it in a way that is detrimental to the 

organization and within constraints of what you can and cannot say about such 

things. I won’t talk to the legality of stuff. I ‘m not a lawyer.

BETH: That’s not our topic here!

CASSIE: Not our topic. You do have to come up with a way of communicating that 

change is happening.

BETH: We look at here on this program from the perspective of brand and 

marketing and culture that you’re creating doing this. So in situations where the 

CEO transition is maybe forced, that the CEO that’s there isn’t working out or the 

founder’s time has come, but they’re not ready to let go, what kind of problems 

show up internally and then bubble out externally when this doesn’t go well?

CASSIE: Well, the communication issues that come up, of course, and of course 

internally, the internal drama can be just that. It can be drama. It may not be 

being shared. It may be that the conversation is happening between the board 

and the executive director or CEO and they may or may or may not have 

informed the team yet that this is in process. It could be that they know that 

this is a process and maybe they’ve announced internally that the founder or 

the executive director or somebody is retiring in two years and it may be we’re 

pushing hard to do that or the executive director is not thrilled. It can be subtle, 

it may not be said out loud and it may be that they’re reading the faces and I 
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think it’s one of those things where each organization is gonna handle it a little 

differently. I think it’s really about trying to connect with that person and then 

the board member or whomever is the executive director of the board needs 

to figure out how to have that internal conversation between the person that’s 

leaving and the people in charge so that it becomes less problematic for the 

staff because the staff have to still work. They still have to deliver the services or 

advocate for the cause.

BETH: The challenge that I feel like I’ve seen is I’ve been a boss for almost all of 

my career. I think the first two years I worked I wasn’t a boss, and I’ve been a 

boss since I was 24 years old, and if I’ve learned nothing else, it’s that employees 

read everything. They watch your face, they watch your signals, they watch when 

you’re coming and leaving the office, and I know that for myself, I have caused my 

team and my business more stress over that period of deciding and not making 

a decision than actually making a decision that people struggle with, disagree 

with or kind of have to be brought along with, and I feel that a lot of times, I 

mean being a leader, it’s hard to let go of things. Trust me, I get it, but that when 

it’s your whole career, especially if you’re a Founder, that moving phase, that’s a 

tough decision, but leaving your staff in the stage where things are wonky, and 

they’re not sure why can cause a lot of disruption that ripples out into execution 

into staff leaving, into disharmony in the office and it can hurt your revenue.

CASSIE: Absolutely, and it can hurt the ability to deliver the mission in lots of 

different ways. Again it’s a communication issue of figuring out what can we say, 

what can we not say, how do we protect and nurture that group of folks while 

something disruptive to their lives is going on, which is not related directly to 

them, but it’s happening and it influences them because I’ve also been a boss, 

and I’ve also been on the other side of being a staff member who is like, “What 

the heck is happening?” 

BETH: Yeah, everybody has sort of been through this phase. Have you seen when 

you’ve done it, is there a “This is the right way to do it” process? What are some 
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things that people have done that you’ve seen that really just lets people take 

a deep breath and ease the tension and make them feel confident about the 

longevity of the organization and their positions and kind of at peace with what’s 

happening?

CASSIE: I think and I have seen some of these where it’s been less than friendly 

but they’ve had good leadership from board members or from the chair of the 

board who has shown up and say, “OK, we’re going to help in the transition, and 

we’re gonna be more visible. We’re gonna connect more with the team,” and 

it’s not a bad idea for some of those board members to have a connection or at 

least an understanding of who people are that are part of the organization before 

there is an issue or even if there isn’t an issue because that opens up the lines of 

communication all the way along. Whether it’s understanding what’s going on 

or if something happens, I’ve run into this before where they had a wonderful 

executive director who got ill and who had to be out unexpectedly due to an 

illness, and the staff loved her and loved everything about her and then they were 

worried about her and they were worried about “OK, now what do I do because 

I’m used to looking to this person to lead. Now what?” A board member stepped 

in to help and they found an interim who was somebody who had actually already 

been on staff prior and moved on to other things, but that had actually retired 

and actually came back to help things out. There are different ways to do it, but it 

helped that they had open lines of communication and the board members knew 

the teams, knew the folks that were part of the organization and staff already.

BETH: I think that is so key because I worked for eight years at a nonprofit, and 

never met a single board member because we were just the minions. I was just at 

a level that never would have met them, but actually after I left, that organization 

went through a hostile transition where the founder needed to be removed and 

replaced, and I just think I wonder how much better that would have gone if 

people knew people and there wasn’t so much separation between the higher up 

people and the executor. I know it gets harder as an organization grows, but an 
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all staff meeting isn’t always the best way to stand up at the front of the room 

and make announcements. It’s challenging.

CASSIE: It’s also a hard time to make a connection, especially if that person who 

has now left, not necessarily of their own volition, was somebody that the staff 

loved whether or not they were very good at their job or whether or not there 

was a fit or whether or not there was another issue that might have been going 

on that the team might not have been aware of. They don’t necessarily feel really 

good if someone as you said has called an all-staff meeting to announce so and 

so is gone. We’re looking for a new person. Buck up. Hang in there.

BETH: Hang in there. Hold on. We’ll get back to you. We have nothing else to say. 

CASSIE: It doesn’t work in the corporate world either.

BETH: Right. So that’s a good question so obviously you have to announce things 

to the staff and also to the public. Are there best practices for that or are there 

ways that are more holistic, less destructive that people respond better to?

CASSIE: I think it’s one of these things where you focus on the positive, like the 

old song accentuate the positive. If you focus on, first off, you’re not going to 

say anything bad about the person walking out the door regardless of what 

the heck has happened and you want to focus on OK, where are we moving to? 

Where are we taking the organization to with this change? Internally hopefully 

there’s been some relationship, there’s been something positive early on with 

the board and the folks who are filling in the gap while they hunt for a new ED 

or CEO, but externally, it’s got to be all about who are they? What are we trying 

to accomplish? Maybe we’re trying to grow and evolve. We’re looking to add, 

whether it’s programs or focus or it could be all different kinds of things, but 

enhancing our vision.

BETH: Right, how this is moving us forward.
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CASSIE: Correct. They need to know that ahead of time. They can’t just make it 

up on the fly. They need to be thinking about where do you really want this to 

go. It can’t just be fluff for the media because that will become apparent really 

soon that you’re not really doing that. It needs to be what can we really do? 

What is this opportunity? Whether that’s someone moving on voluntarily or not 

voluntarily, you’re looking at what is our opportunity here to do more cool things 

for our organization, for the program, for the mission, for our advocacy work, 

whatever it might be. How do we help move the organization forward? How do 

we help move the mission forward based on this opportunity that is now available 

to us? That’s really how you need to communicate. It’s an opportunity to go in 

directions we hadn’t planned on going before, that we’ve wanted to get into and 

yet we didn’t have the experience in that area or we didn’t have someone that 

could lead us in that direction. Let’s not say it that way because you don’t want 

to slam the person who has just left no matter what.

BETH: Exactly.

CASSIE: It just really sort of enhances the opportunity to do “X.” It gives us an 

opportunity to widen our tent, to refocus our efforts, to maybe pick up on a 

program that we started awhile ago, but we want to put more oomph behind so 

we want to hire a new person and so we’re gonna look for a person who can help 

add value to that area.

BETH: So when somebody has a plan to transition, sometimes the new CEO is 

brought on and there’s this sort of easy and gentle crossover period. Is there 

anything you’ve seen in those situations where there’s a planned transition, the 

new person comes on to have that hand off help to support the new direction 

and the new person’s agenda?

CASSIE: I think it’s the perfect opportunity to do that and I’ve seen it happen, 

actually put the transition that prompted me to answer that question on NTEN. 

That was one of those where not only was it a planned exit for the then ED, 
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it was then also an opportunity for not only bringing on this new person, but 

expanding and enhancing and refocusing the efforts of this organization, which 

is an advocacy group. So it was nicely wound together, woven together much 

like a tapestry. So it wasn’t just the new director. It was also this new evolution 

of the organization, the growth of the organization, the re-commitment of the 

organization, which is 45 years old this year. They were taking this across the 

two years it took them to do the transition and do it very well`. They also took 

the opportunity to say yeah we’re also doing this. We’re widening our tent. We 

want to enhance our advocacy work. We want to make sure we’re continuing and 

refocusing on what has been our focus for 40 years, but also to widen the tent to 

include more folks in that.

BETH: Is there anything specific that they did? Did they do more PR? Did they 

work … what kind of things did they do tactically to bring that about?

CASSIE: They did several things actually. They first off had a real plan for 

communication that a) the person was leaving, but also about how positive it 

was and they did it internally. They did it externally They got folks like us, long-

time supporters involved and they also talked about it in such a way of yes, 

looking to the next generation, looking back and looking forward. So those are 

the communication pieces and there was a lot of plan around that, but they also 

looked to leverage new talent in their volunteer pool, both for committees like 

the one I’m on, the marketing committee. I used to be a board member and they 

took the opportunity because of course boards also tend to end up with a lot of 

baby boomers and so they’re transitioning out as well. To add new folks to the 

board and with that also bring on some help on the communications side, one of 

the new board members is also a very senior person at a large ad agency. So they 

talk of re-branding, refocusing the messages, looking at brand positioning. All of 

it.

BETH: Perfect! I love how you said that they focused on looking back and looking 

forward and I think that that’s such a great perspective when you’re moving 
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forward with change. It can kind of show respect to where you came from as 

opposed to presenting it as that was wrong and now we’re fixing it because 

unless there really is something wrong that you have to fix, this whole idea you 

mentioned of re-branding, which is I feel like when we work on these kind of 

projects, one of the two biggest reasons, one big reason we do re-branding is like 

when they’ve gone through strategic planning and that strategic plan points you 

towards a new north star. If you don’t redirect your communications, you’re never 

gonna hit that star. So re-branding sometimes comes out of all that, but the other 

big reason it happens is when a new CEO comes in and if it’s not handled well, 

it can often either be or read like this to the staff that new guy or gal comes in. 

She doesn’t like blue and thinks the logo is ugly and so we’ve got to polish this 

place up. We basically need to redecorate because somebody new doesn’t like 

the furniture and sometimes that’s actually what happens and sometimes that’s 

just how it seems to staff. So when a new person comes in, how can they utilize 

the momentum of this moment in time where there’s this eye on change, this new 

opportunity to make a re-branding actually move them forward and carry them 

along rather than just being a disruptive face lift?

CASSIE: Yeah, it can be, you’re right. It can be perceived as well that person 

doesn’t like our old logo so they want their own.

BETH: Right, exactly. They want their own stamp on it.

CASSIE: And it’s not usually that at all and that it really is about a fresh eye and I 

think one of the things I’ve seen happen both at this organization and at others 

where they were going through the re-branding. It is that acknowledgment. Hey 

long time supporters, long time staff members who have been working very hard 

at achieving goals that are tied to the current brand and the current mission, if 

there are changes going on, it’s because it’s acknowledging that they’ve done 

such great work and it could be that they’ve helped to achieve some element 

of that mission, whether it’s 100 percent or not, but certain things have been 

gained and there’s an opportunity here now to just slightly adjust the map to 
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freshen it, to take somebody’s ideas and look at, oh wait a minute. We’re still 

aiming for north start, but maybe it’s also that constellation that the north star 

lives in. It’s not, so we’re rounding out the vision or we’re widening the group 

that’s heading for that north star and this is part of what we were talking about, 

which was very much in part of the re-brand and the re-messaging, helping to 

acknowledge from working from and where we’d like to go to and widening that 

because the organization has been around for awhile and a lot of organizations 

are hitting that point where they had significant history and their executive 

director is leaving and there’s a chance to say let’s celebrate what we’ve done. 

Let’s acknowledge what we’ve done. Acknowledge the people who got us here, 

all of them. Not just the person going out the door whether it’s the founder or 

ED or both. Let’s talk about where do we want to go? What do we want to do? 

Who else should be involved? How do we get that next generation? That’s not an 

abnormal conversation in most organizations. Too many of them have folks that 

look like me and not enough of them have folks that are in their 20s and 30s and 

40s. The 50s, 60s and 70s are well represented. There’s lots of gray hair in the 

group! How do we get the younger generations who this is gonna be their issue, 

this is gonna be their cause, this is gonna be something for them to help address. 

We need their engagement. How do we do that? That can be tied up in that so it 

can leverage a variety of reasons for doing it and that’s part of the conversation 

that we had. It was very much about how do we acknowledge? How do we move 

forward? Having the re-branding, having the conversation of not just about the 

look and feel, but really about who are we engaging? Who are we? Who are 

we in the community? What do we want to be? How do we want to talk about 

ourselves? Yes we’ve been talking about ourselves for many years, but what else 

do we want to say? Who else do we want to having say? 

BETH: For a new CEO, coming in and doing new projects can be, like that’s super 

exciting. That’s kind of what they came for. To come in and move things forward, 

but sometimes a new person at the top can come in and the team can say, “Wait, 

wait. Everything changes.” Is there a timeframe, is there a graceful way? If you 
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are a new CEO and you knew that these are the things that are on your agenda 

that need to be initiated, how and when would you begin that kind of direction so 

that it doesn’t make the people that are there feel like they’re having the bottom 

dropped out from under them and everything changed all at once?

CASSIE: I think there are two pieces on that. I think first off how the person who 

is going out is in the case of a planned, you know this is happening. Hopefully 

you’ve been involved in the process of planning for the transition. You’ve got the 

new person coming in. It’s not a bad thing to have some sort of overlap, some 

introduction. Some really visual and physical hand off to help the team know, to 

get them engaged, to get the person introduced while the person they love is still 

there or at least the person they’ve known, not a love fest.

BETH: Right, but even when a company is sold a lot of times the seller of the 

company will stick around for a year as part of that transition. That is a really 

common thing, but you’re right. It doesn’t always work that way in nonprofit 

transitions.

CASSIE: I think part of it is money. It’s hard to pay two people, but I think if 

they’re thinking about it as how do we not want to be disruptive, not a bad thing 

to have them overlap and have the old guard introduce the new guard to the rest 

of the board, to the committees, especially to the internal folks so that they see 

them getting along well. They see that this is not a bad thing and that this person 

has some new ideas, but this person is respected by the person that’s out going, 

that it’s somebody that they already respect and know and that if the person who 

is leaving can help lay the groundwork for “Hey, I’m real excited because she’s 

got ideas that I didn’t have,” or she’s got some thoughts about some cool stuff 

and help start the selling or buy-in process from her staff so that it can be very 

smooth compared to the “Great, we’re switching over on July 1 and we’re gonna 

have one overlapping thing.” We hand it off, and bye-bye.

BETH: Bob’s on the beach!
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CASSIE: Yeah! That’s crazy!. No, no. Let’s do hand-off. Let’s do it in a formal way. 

Let’s do it in a friendly way so that it makes it feel much like these are two peas in 

a pod even though that’s a fresh pod.

BETH: Right, exactly.

CASSIE: And the hand off happens, but it’s also the opportunity then for the staff 

to get acquainted with this person in a way that’s not so traumatic because it 

is gonna be new and different and to have that person, especially during that 

transition where everything is landing on them at once because they’re coming in. 

Oh wait, you’ve inherited a stack of stuff to do day one and you don’t have time 

to kind of know your people. If you’ve got a plan for transition and the person 

leaving can help continue to do the job while that new person is learning the job, 

there is also then time and backup while that person is getting up to speed and 

that person is meeting the team, getting to know everybody and then there’s 

less of an issue maybe of “Oh, cool.” This person is not such a stranger when the 

person they know is gone.

BETH: That makes a huge difference. So if you were going to leave people with 

one thing that if they focus on this, this is a great place to start. So if there’s 

anyone out there that’s listening that’s going through this or getting ready to 

or maybe it is the CEO themselves and is trying to figure out how do I begin to 

unravel this and keep it moving forward, do you have a piece of advice that they 

should say “start here” and think about this first?

CASSIE: Have a plan to communicate early and often. So many folks that have 

a plan for the transition, how they’re gonna do the work, blah, blah, blah, but 

the actual communication plan both for internal and external for like what I call 

the three layers. The folks who work there, whether that’s full time or regular 

volunteers, the folks who love and support you whether with their voices, with 

their money, with their time or all three and then the people who know of you or 

who could potentially know of you in public or partners, etc. Have a plan for how 
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you’re gonna communicate with all of them and have it be comprehensive, much 

like you would do a really comprehensive capital campaign. This is the same idea 

only this is new capital and a new ED.

BETH: That’s fabulous! Cassie, this was terrific. I’m so glad we had a chance to 

talk about this and share these ideas with everyone. If people have questions for 

you or want to reach out to you, what’s a good way for people to find you?

CASSIE: Couple of different ways. The easy way, you’re always welcome to email 

me. It’s my first name, Cassie, rhymes with Lassie. C-a-s-s-i-e @MondayLovesYou.

com, and it’s spelled just the way it should be spelled.

BETH: One thing that you don’t have to spell out!

CASSIE: Then you’re also welcome to call me. I’m at (312) 973-1112 at Monday 

Loves You at my office. So please visit us.

BETH: Thank you so much. It’s been wonderful having you! Thanks everyone for 

listening. I will put links to Cassie on the show notes page. You can find us there 

and we look forward to seeing you next time.

CASSIE: Thanks, Beth!
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